Special Thanks

Volunteers
Amelia Clements  Dafne Perez  Mieca Ferguson  Michael Lewis
Deb Avery

Contributors
Gifford Middle School  Godfrey Gipson and the GCC
Community Coach of IRC  Joe and Jeremy Conrado
Sunrise Rotary  Jane Burton

2023 Summer Camp Students
Voice  Violin  Piano
Alexander Staggs  Autumn Morris  Silverio Perez  Aliyah Kirven
Jasmine Borg  Cadence Staggs  Chanton Taylor  De’André O’Neal
Naomi Brown  Elijah Murray  Gabrielle Alvarez  Gavriella Kirven
Navah Kirven  Rha’kia Watkins  Gabrielle Alvarez  Naiyana Sawyers
Rha’kia Watkins  Gabrielle Alvarez  Raymon Wright-Osment
Skylar Quillen  Hadassah Kirven
Victoria Monteon  Karla Perez  Pedro Calderon

The Gifford Youth Orchestra Presents:
Peace for Gifford
A Complimentary Concert
Friday, June 16th, 2023 | 12:45pm
Gifford Community Center

Camp Director  Marissa Rollins
Assistant Camp Director  Linda Scott
Artistic Director  Rev. Dr. Crystal Bujol
Executive Director  Casey Lunceford
Program & Event Director  Kate Maingot
Office Manager  Stefania Wright-Osment
Attendance Coordinator  Tabitha Williams

Music Director  Evan Robinet
Piano Instructor  Ellen Charles
Violin Instructor  Courtney Diaz
Voice Instructor  Muffy Charles
Assistant Violin Instructor  Amanda Armas
Assistant Violin Instructor  Tatiana Wallace
PIANO

Baseball Day
Pedro Calderon
Traditional

The Butterfly
De’Andre O’Neal
Traditional

Halloween Feet
Naiyana Sawyers
Folk Song

Air
Gavriella Kirven
Haydn

Swan on the Lake
Raymond Wright-Osment
Traditional

Run Away River
Aliyah Kirven
Traditional

Fur Elise
Samuel Hodges
Beethoven

VIOLIN

Crocodile Jones
Jones

Uncle Joe
Jones

Trolls, Orcs, and Goblins
Grieg

Jupiter from “The Planets”
Holst

Mexican Hat Dance
Traditional

VOICE

The Greatest Love of All
Traditional

Peace for Gifford
Jeryl Thompson

Ellen Charles, piano

Amanda Armas, violin

Autumn Morris, violin

Chanton Taylor, violin

Courtney Diaz, violin

Tatiana Wallace, violin

Evan Robinet, cello

Thank you for coming!